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About This Game

Antegods is an action-packed arena game in which the remnants of the Mayan civilization have taken to space. Two teams of 4
players each control customizable stonepunk mechs to hunt for energy and fight off opponents in a procedurally generated and
highly destructible map. The ultimate goal is to activate enormous ‘titan’ statues that will bring explosive mayhem down upon

the enemy team. Whoever wins these tactical battles climbs an intergalactic tournament ladder, ultimately becoming gods
themselves.

 Features:

Stonepunk universe - A novel blend of ancient Mayan culture with science fiction brought to life in-game and in a
comic

Action-packed 4x4 arena battles - Team up with friends online or split-screen, and wreck your opponents in highly
destructible procedurally generated maps.

Battle with massive titans - Teams hunt for silk, the energy spread across the map, to activate their dormant ‘titan’ and
cooperatively control it to annihilate the enemy team.

Modify your stonepunk mech - Customizable mechs to match your unique play style; pick your own body, weapon and
jetpack wings.

Strategize with your team - Deep tactical gameplay with a focus on team collaboration. Fortify your team’s position on
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the map and outsmart the enemy team.

Competitive online play - Our online matchmaking sets up exciting matches to climb an intergalactic ladder, making
Antegods ready for eSports tournaments.

Pair Up For Titanic Destruction

Each team commands a gigantic flying battle fortress: the titan. It can be controlled by up to two players. The pilot moves the
titan, smashing through any walls that are in the way, and unleashes a devastating shockwave.

Meanwhile the gunner fires the titanic cannon to rain down destruction from a distance. Your opponents are in for a rough time,
unless their titan has also awoken…
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Fly, Dash, Fire!

Maneuver your jetwing-equipped mech through procedurally generated and totally destructible maps. Dash away from your
opponent’s shots, and fire your lethal weapons. Use your mech’s unique ability, such as the Wolf regaining shields after taking

down an opponent! The controls are direct and simple, but the combat always keeps you on your toes.
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Hunt For Silk Energy!

Besides fighting, you explore the map to collect silk energy. Keep an eye out for energy-holding plants and spindle temples that
periodically generate energy. Be careful though, you drop all collected energy when you’re shot to pieces!

Energy is used to power stonepunk machines in the world of Antegods, such as activating a network of powerful turrets for your
team. Outwit your opponents by strategically taking control of important areas of the map.

Energy can also be delivered to a central point to unlock your titan’s massive shockwave and destructive titan cannon. Energize
your Titan quick to gain a powerful advantage over your opponents.
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Endless Destructible Worlds

Each battle takes place in a procedurally generated map built out of destructible terrain. Think on your feet to find the best
strategy for each level and use the constantly changing landscape to your advantage.
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